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DEAR FRIENDS
DNA is what gives us life. Self-expression is what makes 
us human. Dance is all of humanity distilled into its purest 
manifestation – each small step building to show us the 
emotions and movements that we rarely can access within 
ourselves. We are told our stories, the universal narratives 
that live within each of us, by vision steeped in excellence and 
the ribbons of ballet shoes. To watch our deepest fears, joys 
and passions illuminated in front of our eyes, we can’t help but 
feel something different.

Welcome to our 2017-2018 Season. We invite you to join us 
as we embark on an outstanding year of storytelling, artistic 
excellence, new creations, creative collaboration, and 
cultural exchange.  

Founding Sponsor

SUSAN CHALMERS-GAUVIN
Founder and CEO

IGOR DOBROVOLSKIY
Founding Artistic Director and Choreographer
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MESSAGE FROM GRANT THORNTON
Successful arts organizations — much like successful businesses — 
know their achievements depend on the daring and quality of their 
efforts and in their capacity to step away from the pack. Whether it is 
creation of new works, innovative partnerships or supporting youth 
development Atlantic Ballet exceeds expectations year after year.

It is that culture of excellence, optimism and determination embodied 
in Atlantic Ballet which first led Grant Thornton to become a 
Founding Sponsor.

At Grant Thornton, we believe that leadership and corporate social 
responsibility are essential elements in today’s business environment. 
We are deeply proud to work with the Atlantic Ballet, a company that 
lives this philosophy every day.

For more information: www.atlanticballet.ca

MIKE ROBART
Managing Partner, New Brunswick,
Grant Thornton LLP

Founding Sponsor
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Please visit atlanticballet.ca for schedules and updates

DOWNTOWN DANCES
August 21-24, 2017 / Downtown Moncton
With Kaeja d’Dance

GRANT THORNTON VELVET GALA
December 6, 2017 / Casino New 
Brunswick
Tickets: Atlantic Ballet;  
Tel: 506-383-5951 EXT 110;  
gala@atlanticballet.ca

IMPACTfest
January 18, 2018: Featuring Toronto Dance 
Theatre / Capitol Theatre 
Tickets: Tel: 506-856-4379;  
1-800-567-1922; Capitol.nb.ca

January 16-20, 2018 / Atlantic Ballet studios, 
Moncton  
With KasheDance, Rondos Dance Theatre,  
and Lucy May 
Tickets: more information at atlanticballet.ca

PIAF 
March 21, 2018 / Capitol Theatre
Tickets: Tel: 506-856-4379;  
1-800-567-1922; Capitol.nb.ca

ALIEN
May 24, 2018 / Capitol Theatre
Tickets: Tel: 506-856-4379;  
1-800-567-1922; Capitol.nb.ca

IMMIGRATION SUMMIT
May 24, 2018 
Delta Beauséjour

INTERACTIVE DANCE EXCHANGE
September 29 & 30, 2017 / Atlantic 
Ballet’s studio 
With Nipahtuwet Naka Wespahtuwet 
Possesom, professional dancer from  
St Mary’s First Nations

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS AND 
WORKSHOPS
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GHOSTS OF VIOLENCE
in collaboration with the Mi’kmaq 
Wolastoqey Centre.
October 10, 2017 / The Playhouse
Tickets: Tel: 506-458-8344;  
1-866-884-5800; Theplayhouse.ca

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
March 28, 2018 / The Playhouse
Tickets: Tel: 506-458-8344;  
1-866-884-5800; Theplayhouse.ca

ALIEN
May 31, 2018 / The Playhouse
Tickets: Tel: 506-458-8344;  
1-866-884-5800; Theplayhouse.ca

CARMEN TOURS  
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
January 24, 2018 / Centre des arts d’Edmundston, 
NB
January 26, 2018 / Société culturelle Centr’Art, 
Caraquet, NB
February 3, 2018 / Théâtre L.E.R, Dalhousie, NB 
March 31, 2018 / Festival Theatre, Wolfville, NS 

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
Québec Tour
April 4, 2018 / Salle Desjardins/Maria-Chapdelaine, 
Dolbeau, QC
April 5, 2018 / Salle Michel Côté, Alma, QC
April 6, 2018 / Théâtre Banque Nationale, 
Chicoutimi, QC
April 8, 2018 / Salle Edwin-Bélanger,  
Montmagny, QC
April 10, 2018 / Salle Léopold Therrien, 
Drummondville, QC
April 11,2018/ Salle Albert Rousseau, Québec, QC
April 12, 2018 / Salle les Frères-Lemaire, 
Victoriaville, QC
April 13, 2018 / Salle Méchatigan,  
Sainte-Marie, QC
April 15, 2018 / Salle Dussault,  
Thetford Mines, QC

YOUTH EDUCATION
GHOSTS OF VIOLENCE
October 11, 2017 / The Playhouse, 
Fredericton, NB 
October 17, 2017 / Woodstock High School, 
Woodstock, NB
April 23, 2018 / St. Stephen High School, St. 
Stephen, NB
May 8, 2018 / Arts & Culture Centre, 
Corner Brook, NL 
Dates TBA / PEI and NS
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Atlantic Ballet of Canada with Kaeja d’Dance

BRINGING OUR PEOPLE TOGETHER TO CELEBRATE 
OUR COMMUNITY AND CANADA 150 IN OUR 
DOWNTOWN 
Following last year’s hugely successful event with 80 employees 
and 30 businesses plus our Mayor and Council dancing – 
Downtown Dances is back in 2017!

Atlantic Ballet is undertaking an artistic intervention to celebrate 
our community and Canada 150 in a unique and inspiring 
downtown dance event.

We are hosting award-winning choreographers Allen and 
Karen Kaeja of Kaeja d’Dance of Toronto, who have worked in 
neighborhoods – choreographing real people in real places – 
to tell the stories of where people live every day.

Choreographers: Igor Dobrovolskiy, Allen and Karen Kaeja, Yuliia 
Shevchenko and Jalianne Li.
Animation: Marc-André Charron, Satellite Théâtre 

CREATIVITY, COMMUNITY and BUSINESS COLLIDE 
IN DOWNTOWN DANCES
Downtown Dances brings our community together in a 
completely new way through dance. Citizens from local 
businesses and organizations collaborate with professional 
artists in order to create and perform dances on sidewalks, 
storefronts and gathering spaces. Downtown Dances is designed 
to celebrate the stories and spirit of local businesses, employees 
and our community.

LEADING A COMMUNITY DIALOGUE
The walk ends in the beautiful Riverfront Park with a light lunch 
and an open dialogue session on re-imagining our community. 
Results will be compiled and shared with the City of Moncton, 
Downtown Moncton Inc., and other stakeholders.

DOWNTOWN DANCES 
AUGUST 21-24 / MONCTON
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PART OF THE FREDERICTON SEASON / The Playhouse

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy / MUSIC: Alfred Schnittke, Sergei Rachmaninoff
With Elder in Residence at the Mi’kmaq-Wolastoqey Centre Imelda Perley & multidisciplinary  
artist Natalie Sappier of Tobique First Nation 

Atlantic Ballet is honoured to collaborate once again with Mi’kmaq-Wolastoqey Centre for a special 
presentation of Ghosts of Violence as part of The Red Shawl Campaign. 

This ballet has been creatively adapted to honour the Indigenous women of the Wabanaki Territory 
– the Mi’kmaq, Wolastoqiyik, and the Passamaquoddy. In the spirit of authentic reconciliation, Igor 
Dobrovolskiy, Co-Founder and Artistic Director Atlantic Ballet, and Susan Chalmers-Gauvin have 
collaborated with faculty and volunteers to infuse Indigenous knowledge, culture and symbolism 
within Ghosts of Violence to bring attention to the issue of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women 
and to honour these women and their families. 

By weaving dance with Indigenous culture, music and language, Ghosts of Violence has embarked an 
emotional expression of the Indigenous women we have lost.

THEREDSHAWL
CAMPAIGN
   HONOURING OUR SISTERS

CELEBRATE COURAGE 
GHOSTS OF VIOLENCE  
OCTOBER 10 & 11 • WOODSTOCK OCTOBER 17
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2017-2018 PROVINCIAL PARTNERS! 
The Sir James Dunn Foundation
The Newfoundland and Labrador Nurses’ Union
The Law Foundation of Newfoundland and Labrador
Government of New Brunswick

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy / MUSIC: Alfred Schnittke, Sergei Rachmaninoff
 
Ghosts of Violence is an award-winning multimedia production and cornerstone of Atlantic Ballet’s national 
initiative Celebrate Courage which brings the issue of intimate partner violence into the spotlight.

Celebrate Courage is a ground-breaking national program developed by the company to build awareness and 
dialogue on intimate partner violence in communities large and small across Canada.

In partnership with frontline service providers, Celebrate Courage works within a collaborative interactive 
setting that includes the performance, a community education campaign, educational tools and on-site 
education for students and youth. Celebrate Courage and Ghosts of Violence will continue as an educational 
program for students in Atlantic Canada and select cities outside of the region  
in 2017 and 2018.

CELEBRATE COURAGE 
GHOSTS OF VIOLENCE
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PART OF THE MONCTON SEASON / Casino New Brunswick 

Support artistic excellence
The Grant Thornton Velvet Gala is a celebration of excellence, 
creativity and innovation in the arts and business and Atlantic 
Ballet’s largest fundraiser of the year.

Join us at Casino New Brunswick for a cocktail reception, an 
exceptional meal and outstanding world-class performances of 
new works choreographed by Igor Dobrovolskiy.

Grant Thornton Velvet Gala
DECEMBER 6

Founding Sponsor
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IMPACTfest 
JANUARY 16 – 20 

PART OF THE MONCTON SEASON / Atlantic Ballet Studio  
& Capitol Theatre 

Atlantic Ballet is pleased to present a week of contemporary dance.  
Each presentation will be followed by artist talks and a meet 
and greet. Workshops will be offered throughout the week. This 
year, we are thrilled to present Toronto Dance Theatre as well as 
KasheDance, Rondos Dance Theatre, and Lucy May. 
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Toronto Dance Theatre – House Mix 
In its 50th Anniversary season, TDT showcases Christopher 
House’s unique contribution to Canadian dance with a mixed 
program of masterworks from his career. This program ranges from 
the kinetic classic Vena Cava (1999), to the contemporary creations 
Echo Dark 1 (2015) and Martingales (2016). House Mix celebrates 
the past, present and future of one of Canada’s “…most enduringly 
inventive choreographers” (National Post).

About the Company 
Founded in 1968, Toronto Dance Theatre has produced a unique 
body of original Canadian choreography and influenced the artistic 
development of dancers, choreographers and other collaborators 
from across the country. Under Christopher House’s direction, the 
company has opened its doors to collaborations with international 
artists including the iconic American choreographer Deborah Hay. 

KasheDance – Recalcitrare
Using inspiration from the poses of renowned Jamaican artist, Edna 
Manley, and set to the music of Ballake Sissoko and Vincent Segal 
among others, Recalcitrare investigates connections to the classic 
period through stringed instruments from three continents: Africa, 
Europe and Asia; lending to a sonic and beautiful juxtaposition of 
the kora, cello and erhu in seamless cacophony rooted in dance.

About the Company 
Hailed as embodying artistic diversity in technique, form and 
presentation, KasheDance echoes in a new genealogy of Afro-
contemporary dance steeped in modern dance, ballet and rooted in 
dances of the Diaspora. 

Rondos Dance Theatre
Rondos Dance Theatre is a project-based, non-profit organization, 
and has for the past two decades worked out of Saint John, New 
Brunswick. Since the company is active regionally, nationally, and 
electronically, it has helped promote Saint John’s art community. 
Its unique repertoire is outside the mainstream yet not contrived; 
it motivates and inspires originality and, as a result, promotes a 
higher level of sophistication and appreciation of dance.

Lucy May – Vivarium 
A cyclic and playful meditation,  Vivarium is a poetic allegiance 
to the unsung life persisting everywhere. You are invited to visit 
a site where four artists give their attention to detail, bending to 
weeds, bricks, and bugs. Two dancers oscillate limbs and torsos like 
coleopteras or heliotropic plants — they jostle, camouflage, and 
compost. A musician plays field recordings, weaving a soundscape. 
A scenographer creates a pop-up garden from found-objects. 
In the lee of linear time, Vivarium both colonizes and pollinates, 
engenders and contaminates pre-existing ecologies.

About the Artist 
A native of Fredericton, Lucy M. May is a contemporary dance 
artist, teacher, and writer based in Montréal. She is attracted to 
the porousness of collaboration and the margins of dancing. In 
recent years, Lucy has developed choreographic work for screen, 
paper, site-specific locations, and the stage. Lucy was an artist in 
residence with Atlantic Ballet in 2016-2017. 
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TOURING NEW BRUNSWICK & NOVA SCOTIA 

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy / MUSIC: Georges Bizet

Igor Dobrovolskiy takes a contemporary slant on the famous tale  
of the Gypsy in the contemporary ballet Carmen.

Don José falls in love with Carmen and sacrifices everything to be 
with her. When Carmen becomes infatuated with Escamillo, the 
toreador, she loses interest in Don José whose love quickly turns to 
violent jealousy. The story of Carmen is one of passion, drama, love, 
tragedy all combined in such a way that one’s heart feels as though 
it might stop at any moment from sheer anticipation.

We are thrilled to perform with the dynamic Triton Percussion 
Ensemble.

CARMEN
JANUARY 24 & 26 • FEBRUARY 3 • MARCH 31 

“A MEETING BETWEEN FIRE  
AND PASSION.”
SYLVIE MOUSSEAU / L’ACADIE NOUVELLE
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PIAF 
MARCH 21

PART OF THE MONCTON SEASON / The Capitol Theatre 

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy / MUSIC: Edith Piaf and others

Abandoned by her mother at birth, raised by her grandmother in a 
brothel and encouraged to sing by her street acrobat father, Edith Piaf 
became one of France’s most legendary singers of all times. Artistic 
Director Igor Dobrovolskiy and the exceptional dancers of Atlantic 
Ballet explore a life shrouded in mystery, love, and tragedy reflected in 
the authentic and life-inspired songs of the great Edith Piaf.

The musical score features Piaf’s inimitable voice and music, 
interspersed with classical selections from Fauré, Chopin, and others. 
Iconic songs include “La Vie en rose,” “Non, je ne regrette rien,” and 
“L’Hymne à l’amour.”

“… A TRIBUTE TO THE POWER OF DANCE
AS A VEHICLE FOR STORYTELLING.
YOU SMILE, YOU CRY, YOU DREAM...”
SYLVIE MOUSSEAU / L’ACADIE NOUVELLE
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PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
MARCH 28 • APRIL 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13 & 15 

A sell-out across Europe, our most popular production 
returns to Canada this season – Igor Dobrovolskiy’s 
Phantom of the Opera. The ballet, inspired by the 
unforgettable story by Gaston Leroux, is set on the 
haunting music of French composer Francis Poulenc. 
The production features a spectacular set, breathtaking 
costumes and evokes timeless themes of love and 
loneliness.

TOURING QUÉBEC 
PART OF THE FREDERICTON SEASON /  
The Playhouse 

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy /  

MUSIC: Francis Poulenc 

“DIYANOV CHEWS UP THE SCENERY AND 
HIS BROKENHEARTED DEATH THROES 
ARE POSITIVELY HARROWING (…)” 
PAULA CITRON / THE GLOBE AND MAIL 
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ALIEN
MAY 24 & 31

PART OF THE MONCTON SEASON AND  
FREDERICTON SEASON  
The Capitol Theatre / The Playhouse 

CHOREOGRAPHY: Igor Dobrovolskiy 

What happens when you leave your home behind? What happens when you are out of context? What 
happens when you lose your identity?

Award-winning choreographer and newcomer to Canada 17 years ago, Igor Dobrovolskiy’s newest 
creative work ALIEN is an intimate and human portrayal of immigration.

Creating a Culture of Inclusion
Help us shape New Brunswick’s future.  Join entrepreneurs, business leaders, academics, social 
enterprises and industry specialists for an inspired day of dialogue, learning, exchange and community 
building focused on immigration, diversity and inclusion.  

IMMIGRATION SUMMIT  

MAY 24

PART OF THE MONCTON SEASON / Delta Beauséjour 
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ENTREPRENEUR IN RESIDENCE
DRIVING CREATIVITY AND CRITICAL THINKING
Jake Arsenault
Meet Jake Arsenault, Atlantic Ballet’s very first Entrepreneur in Residence! 

With a Phd in Engineering, Jake is working on his second start-up. A serial high-tech 
entrepreneur, his related areas of interest include marketing, team building and new product 
creation. Helping to support start-ups in the region, he mentors various early stage ventures 
and also serves on The Gaia Project. Jake is a member of the Order of the Wallace McCain 
Institute and currently an Entrepreneur in Residence at the University of New Brunswick.
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ARTIST IN RESIDENCE 
Atlantic Ballet’s Artist in Residence program exists to promote 
the evolution of performing art, dance and interdisciplinary 
performance. 

Serving as a hub and incubator for dancers, choreographers 
and artists we aim to promote cross collaboration within the 
arts sector supporting dance and other professional disciplines 
in developing their creative practice. The program provides 
studio space, technical and administrative support to enable 
choreographers, dancers and artists to create. In addition we 
work to promote their work to new audiences and to connect 
them to the broader community through workshops, artists talks, 
teaching, outreach activities and presenting performances.

We are proud to welcome the company KasheDance as our  
2017-2018 artists in residence! 

KasheDance echoes in a new genealogy of Afro contemporary 
dance g rounded in creation, research, and presentation. Rooted 
in the connection of technique, creative exploration / process and 
performance, KasheDance investigates the space where artistic 
diversity in technique, form and choreography converse with 
ballet, modern dance and dances from the Diaspora. KasheDance’s 
most recent work, FACING Home: Love and Redemption with 
co-choreographer Chris Walker has toured the US, Jamaica and 
was voted Top 10 performance of 2015 in Madison, WS. The 
company has performed to critical acclaim in Canada, the United 
States, Jamaica and the UK. Artistic Director Kevin A. Ormsby 
draws inspiration from collaborations with visual arts, music, 
spoken word, and video. 

While in residence, Artistic Director Kevin Ormsby will be 
leading several community workshops on creating space for 
pluralism in the arts.  

KASHEDANCE
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INTERACTIVE DANCE EXCHANGE
Interactive Dance Exchange is about sharing, supporting and advancing 
our capacities together. We are using the power of movement to foster 
community reflection and connection.

This year we are very pleased to welcome Nipahtuwet Naka 
Wespahtuwet Possesom.

Nipahtuwet Naka Wespahtuwet Possesom
‘Nipahtuwet Naka Wespahtuwet Possesom’ is a Wolastoq performance 
artist. He is a member of the Wabanaki Grass Dance Society, and a keeper 
of traditional knowledge. He is a champion dancer, accomplished actor, 
traveled teacher and emerging choreographer — who has toured all 
through North America, sharing knowledge and engaging audiences in 
critical thought towards their understanding of their own origins, and the 
wisdom of first peoples of the world.
 
Possesom [Ba-zaz-um] is from the Wabanaki Society of Grass Dancers 
who serve their people as “the ones who go first, and the ones who 
prepare sacred space.” He draws his inspirations from his people, whose 
story and art have been here since time immemorial.
 
Through the thousands of years of their existence their spirit has stayed 
strong – a testament of the power of being part of the homeland that the 
river provides.
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CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER BALLET INTENSIVE
Located at the beautiful studios and headquarters of the Company, Atlantic Ballet Summer 
Ballet Intensive is led by an international faculty as well as guest artists and choreographers. 
The program offers the serious ballet student an intensive, high level of instruction.

ARTIST PRESENTS
Atlantic Ballet is committed to sharing innovative and vibrant performance work in  
support of artists and companies creating original works. Our present series involves 
workshops, discussions and artist interaction with our audience and community.

CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP 
The Culture and Management Internship is a collaboration with Mount Allison 
University’s Ron Joyce Centre for Business Studies. Each year the Company hires a 
student from the Commerce Faculty to learn the business marketing and administration 
aspects of managing an arts organization.

EMERGING ARTISTS PROGRAM 
Atlantic Ballet’s Emerging Artist Program provides opportunities for aspiring artists to participate 
in workshops and panels led by guest artists and administrators on topics related to creation, skill 
development and ongoing training. Mentorship opportunities may also be arranged.
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REACHING OUT TO OUR COMMUNITY

YOUNG ARTIST PROGRAM
The Company extends the scope of training for aspiring young 
dancers wherever it tours. Master classes and repertoire workshops 
at this level are opportunities which are usually only available in large 
centres. We offer this unique experience in cities, towns and rural 
locales throughout the Atlantic region and across the country. We 
also open Company class and rehearsals to dance students wherever 
we perform, giving young artists a look into the life, dedication, and 
work of a professional dancer.

TD SPOTLIGHT ON KIDS 
TD Bank Financial Group sponsor Spotlight on Kids, a program 
which benefits children and youth. It gives many their first 
chance to experience the magic of the theatre. Every season, 
2,000 performance tickets are made available to schools and 
groups helping underserved children. Thanks to our long-
standing partnership with TD Bank Financial Group, youths 
throughout the Atlantic region have benefited from this 
enrichment for many years.

BALLET IN THE SCHOOLS
Recognized by the Department of Education in support of 
physical literacy for young children, Ballet in the Schools 
is a unique enrichment program for kindergarten students 
in ballet/movement education taught by our professional 
faculty. Up to 500 students will participate in this program in 
2017-18.
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The School of Atlantic Ballet is Atlantic Canada’s foremost training 
institution for aspiring young dancers and artists. It is the only school 
in the region to provide elite training in ballet, musical theatre including 
a 5 day per week after school program. Classes are offered by a fully 
professional faculty for students beginning three years of age and up.

PROFESSIONAL FACULTY 
Students at our School are taught by professional educators and artists 
who work in the performing arts. We are proud to offer an inspiring 
learning environment focused on building creativity, artistry, and 
discipline while developing self-confidence and performance skills for 
the stage and in life.

Brewer Foundation

ASPIRE TO EXCELLENCE

DANCE! SING! ACT!
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PRINCIPAL SPONSORS: 2017-2018

Atlantic Ballet would like to thank all of our sponsors and corporate partners.

We are pleased to welcome them centre stage in this season!

Jacqueline and 
Derek Oland

Founding Sponsor

Lockhart Foundation

Sir James Dunn Foundation
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THANK YOU TO OUR  
PUBLIC PARTNERS. 
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THE ARTISTS OF THE COMPANY
We are pleased to welcome two new dancers to our company for the 2017-2018 Season,  
Ye-Jin Jang from Seoul, Korea and Thomas Badrock of Liverpool, England. 

Stéphanie Audet, Canada Erica Moisei, Moldova Thomas Badrock, England Eldiyar Daniyarov, Kyrgyzstan

Sergiy Diyanov, Ukraine Yuriko Diyanova, Japan Ye-Jin Jang, South Korea Olga Petiteau, France
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GET ENGAGED!  
Help us build the foundation for 
professional dance in Atlantic Canada 
and beyond.

DONATIONS
Join us in supporting and celebrating the 
diversity, innovation and inspiration that is 
Atlantic Ballet.

www.canadahelps.org/en

“FOSTERING ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE AND 
CREATIVITY ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE FUTURE 
GROWTH OF OUR PROVINCIAL AND REGIONAL 
ECONOMY. WE ARE PROUD TO SUPPORT AND 
PROMOTE THIS REMARKABLE ORGANIZATION.” 
LEONARD LOCKHART, O.C. CHAIR, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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ATLANTIC BALLET
PO Box 1783
Moncton, NB
E1C 9X6
Canada
Tel: 506-383-5951 / 1-877-742-2822
operations@atlanticballet.ca
AtlanticBallet.ca

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
Facebook.com/AtlanticBalletTheatre

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@AtlanticBallet


